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from the editor

writing contest winners

Photo and Writing Contest Winners
Announced

Poetry

It’s said so often that it’s now clichéd
– but nevertheless remains true – that
the Philmont staff is comprised of some
incredibly talented people.  Those
talents are displayed in a variety of
ways, in diverse media, in traditional
and nontraditional manifestations.  
For many years, PhilNews, and more
recently the Philmont Staff Association
have conducted competitions for two of
those media: photography (PhilNews)
and writing (PSA).  And several years
ago, High Country began issuing a special digital edition devoted to the winners of those competitions.
Our intention was to provide a
showcase for our seasonal staff talent
in what amounted to a “scrapbook” for
those working at the Ranch that summer.  It was provided to all seasonal
staff whether they were PSA members
or not, a gift from the Association
with our thanks for their service that
year.  We quickly found that lots of
other folks were interested in this special issue as well – so what began as
a scrapbook for a summer became a
venue for former members to revisit the
Ranch and its people.  The faces may
have changed, but the geography and
the experience haven’t; no matter when
you worked at the Ranch, these photos
and stories will touch a chord.  So, in
addition to sending the digital version
to all seasonal staff, we also post it on
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our website, for all of our members to
enjoy.
This year’s photography contest
was the first conducted completely
in digital format.  Each entrant could
upload as many as thirty images (three
per category in each of ten categories).  
A total of 856 photos were entered this
year by 98 seasonal staff members.   
Conducted under the auspices of the
News & Photo Service, a judging panel
from Ranch Management rendered the
final verdict, which we proudly publish
here.  The photography is outstanding – and we find special satisfaction
in noting that Philmont’s newest camp
– Metcalf Station – is the subject of the
Overall Winner. Clearly, they’ve integrated quickly into Philmont life.
The writing competition was conducted by the PSA’s Publications Committee and was also conducted entirely
online for the first time.  Entries from
seasonal staff were considered in two
categories – poetry and essay, with first
and second place winners selected in
both.  Winners of both the photography
and writing competitions received gift
certificates to the Tooth of Time Traders, this year totaling more than $1000.
This special issue is always a favorite of the editorial team at High Country.  
We hope that it is for you as well.
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First Place
Your Philmont
by Scott Allen
No need to look back                               Chock-full of memories
     At the place that once                              Your various dinners
      Contained your dirty feet        
     Your laughter under the stars
        Your aching thighs                
        Your game of horeshoes
            Your churning stomach
Or even                                                       That time you overcame
     Your complaining tent mate                    Your fear of heights
        Your know-it-all advisor       
    Your insecurities
           Your duct-taped blister       
      Your first mountain
Wonder where it went                              The thick wilderness
     Your long hikes                                        Your own walkabout
        Your wet socks                       
    Your own silence
           Your “dirt tan”                    
      Your own peace
For it will always exist                             That will contain
     Your favorite spot                                    Your muddy footprints
        Your lucky sock                          
    Your happy place
           Your branded hat                   
      Your own Philmont
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photo contest winners
Best of Show

2nd place - Staff Activity
Nathan Glover,
“Campfire on Training” Porcupine

3rd place - Digital Creations/B&W
Steven Hentzelman,
“Looking Into the Past”
Maxwell House

1st place - Camper Activity
Dominic Baima,
“Railroading”
Metcalf Station

Dawn painting “en plein air” outside of
Gunnison, CO. Photo by Jonathan Houck.

6  best of show photos
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writing contest winners
Essay
First Place
The Philmont Brand
by Jim Sawyer
Mark Anderson, the energetic
Director of Program at Philmont,
is fond of talking to staff members
about the “Philmont Brand.”  The
“Philmont Brand” is what happens in the memory of thousands
of guests who come to this special
place every year in the ways that
they are treated, accepted, lifted
up, and strengthened by those staff
members whose paths cross theirs.
This attitude of “aggressive
friendliness” is encouraged, mandated, if you will, from the very
first early summer days for each
of the 1100-plus permanent and
seasonal employees at the ranch.
It is an absolutely understandable
expectation that every camper’s
anticipation, hope, and dream
of his or her time at the ranch be
brought closer to fulfillment.
Every day is a first day for a
guest; an adult or a youth member
of a crew or a visitor to the Seton
Memorial Library or a participant
8  1st place essay

or family member at the Training
Center. Even if a staff member has
been here eight or nine weeks, that
guest is owed a cheerful smile, a
sincere degree of interest, and a
basic knowledge of Philmont in
order to be able to answer questions, even if those questions
are beyond the scope of his/her
responsibility. In other words, the
staff must be prepared to help
ensure and support the highest
expectations of every guest!
Casey Miller, a group leader at
the Training Center two summers
ago, captured the very essence of
the “Philmont Brand.”  She led a
day hike to Window Rock for the
Silverados, the spouses of those in
classroom sessions. She told the
adult participants that this was
their hike and that “Jim and I are
only here to cater to your needs.”
There would be plenty of time for
water breaks, pictures, or to gaze at
the handiwork of the Designer-inChief! The “Philmont Brand” captured in one sentence.
Volume 37, Special Edition_ August 2014

What Mark Anderson and his
management team ask the staff to
do is immediately begin a caring,
nurturing relationship with each
guest who arrives at the ranch.
Such an  attitude not only allows
for the emergence of a large, very
large, community made up of each
one of us, but also the many other
smaller communities that rely on
the respect, appreciation, and gratitude one for the other.
For instance, staff members
in every department of the ranch
are integral to meeting the needs
of each trekker who has spent so
many hours planning and anticipating Philmont. As a matter of
fact, a new staff member at this
summer’s late arrival training session said, “Shouldn’t each of us be
just as responsible for thinking and
giving that same amount of time,
energy, and thought in advance to
how we go about performing our
jobs?”
It is staggering to think about
all the people and interrelated
responsibilities: dining hall, commissary, and kitchen staff, responsible for meals.  Logistics, chaplain
corps, bear researchers.  The infirmary, staffed with well–trained and
prepared professionals dedicated
to the health and safety of every
participant.  Ranger, backcountry,
conservation departments, made
up of eager, skilled, and hard
Volume 37, Special Edition_ August 2014

-working young people responsible
for being sure that the best kind
of land management practices are
implemented, that each crew is
capable of continuing the journey
utilizing its own elected leadership,
and providing campfire shows and
interpretive programming to leave
each camper with a highlight memory. Everybody is critical. Activities,
with the opening and closing campfires and a full schedule of other
events, the Welcome Center with
its vital message of a FIRST impression, Services, Backcountry Warehouse, Maintenance, Grounds. All
delivering the “Philmont Brand” of
aggressive friendliness, care, and
helpfulness.  Everybody, as Casey
remarked, “here to cater to your
needs.”
“The Philmont Brand,” however, finds its ultimate meaning
during the days a crew is on the
trail. Yes, even though the staff is at
the ranch to model a successful outcome, the true measure of any trek
depends on each member of the
crew.  Mutual respect and appreciation of the gifts, talents, strengths,
and weaknesses of each other is
vital as well as to be able to value
living together as a complete and
cooperative team over twelve days.
Does the dinner cooking
responsibility rotate? Does the
same person carry the cooking pot
each day? How early do members
1st place essay  9

of the crew roll up their sleeping
bags and go toward the next exciting program camp? Will the decision mean a hot or cold breakfast?
These and a thousand other questions must be answered, definitely
through the leadership of the crew
leader, but answered they must be
and accepted by everyone in the
group if the crew is to fully realize
its plans, goals, and hopes successfully. The emerging community
must be made up of every member
of the crew going forward with  
respect for each other, patience, tolerance, and sharing.
After only three days at the
Training Center two years ago,
a Silverado participant who had
originally resisted her husband’s
invitation to come, was amazed at
the attitude, cooperative nature,
and extreme helpfulness of all the
staff members she had met and
observed. In conversation with me
she said, “I think that Philmont is
the way God meant for all His children to live.”
What a powerful thought.
She had recognized the “Philmont
Brand.”
Christians often repeat the
prayer Jesus taught His disciples
to pray without giving too much
thought to our words or its petitions. What, for instance, of the
lines: “Thy Kingdom come. Thy
will be done on earth as it is in
10  1st place essay

heaven”? My mother, a Bible student who worked very hard to
grasp the meaning of the Scriptures and share her findings with a
Sunday school class of Vanderbilt
University graduate students,
once replied to my question that
the “Kingdom of God” might be
understood to be “right relationships among all people.” The Old
Testament prophet, Micah, asked
an ominous question of the people
in his generation that continues
to impact and frame our sophisticated twenty-first century reference. “What, O man, does the Lord
require of you but to do justice,
love kindness, and walk humbly
with your God?” (Micah 6:8)
What a powerful and creative
motivation to our thinking and way
of life. For what are any of those
commands except absolute requirements of how we live with our
neighbor? A concept, in our very
limited human understanding, that
might be personally interpreted the
same as the one at the heart of the
“Philmont Brand.”

photo contest winners

First Place Winners

1st place - Camper Activity
Dominic Baima,
“Railroading”
Metcalf Station

1st place - Flowers and Plants
Eric Gentry,
“Musk Thistle”
Dan Beard
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1st place - Landscape
Dominic Baima,
“Moving River”
Phillips Junction

1st place - Digital Creations/B&W
Steven Hentzelman,
“Looking Into the Past”
Maxwell House

12  1st place photos

1st place - Humor
Jess Byam,
“Say What”
PTC Pony Barn
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1st place - Porch View
Zachary Garmoe,
“Foggy Beaubien”
Beaubien
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1st place - Staff Activity
Nathan Glover,
“Campfire on Training”
Porcupine
1st place - Storms & Rainbows
Mason Tribbett,
“Rainbow Over PTC”
PTC

1st place - Sunrise or Sunset
Matthew Bailey,
“Sunset from Baldy”
Saddle of Baldy

1st place - Wildlife
Jess Byam,
“Sassy Bear”
PTC

14  1st place photos
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writing contest winners
Essay

Second Place

Finding God in the Silence of Nature
By David Coon
“I find that in contemplating the natural
world my pleasure is greater if there are not
too many others contemplating it with me,
at the same time” – Edward Abbey, Desert
Solitaire
On an afternoon in late September, I
found it.
     It was the place I had been looking
for without realizing it for so long. It
was lush, foggy, and cold, but so green
and beautiful. As I ventured ahead of
the group, I left the trail because the lush
creek banks with black fertile soil rising
steeply on either side looked more inviting. The creek bed was muddy, but not
flowing. I quickly realized tennis shoes
were a poor choice for the terrain – but
that did not stop me. The horsetails and
eucalyptus and hanging mosses and
giant ferns soaked my body as my eyes
strained through the mist. Sweet musty
odors permeated the air, visibility cut
to a dozen yards. I heard the group’s
voices far ahead from time to time on
the path above and followed them, finding the creek bank to be steeper than I
had thought, but not impossible. Roots
in the right places make even slippery
near-vertical climbs possible. Ahead
loomed a swinging bridge which passed
in and out of the mist. I climbed up to
the middle of the bridge and found

16  2nd place essay

myself reveling in the beauty of this
little valley of Hacienda El Refugio,
one and one-half hours drive north of
Quito, Ecuador. Refugio is Spanish for
“refuge.” Here I was able to appreciate
God for his creative beauty like I had not
experienced since summer hike-in days
as a Philmont Ranger. That was what I
had been searching for without realizing
it.
     I heard the girls’ voices in the group
say they would be going back – really
they complained that it was too wet or
cold or creepy in the mist. Let them go
back, I thought. Everyone left quickly,
except me because I needed this
moment. As it began to rain, I flipped
up the neck of my windbreaker jacket,
pulled the zipper up higher, and tucked
my T-shirt into my gym shorts because I
knew shivering would set in soon. This
was worth it. For the next few minutes
I stood there, gazing through the mist.
The pitter-patter of raindrops was the
only sound. I softly sang the Philmont
Ranger song, “I want to go back…
where the old Rayado flows; where the
rain comes a’seepin’ in the tent while
you’re a’sleepin’ and the waters say
hello…” This was a special moment, one
which I knew would find itself into a
future Bell Story.
     A month later I would return to climb
the mountain I could not see looming
within the mist. There was much to see
Volume 37, Special Edition_ August 2014

from the cumbre (peak), and the journey
up was a real joy. Just beyond the dripping green valley floor I marveled at
overgrown aloe vera with blue-green
“leaves” longer than my height, interspersed with what resembled prickly
pear cacti. Dust rose as my tired feet
shuffled up past 10,500 feet. Soon the
land leveled out, with puddles of water
and sheets of wet, dark green mosses,
like I picture growing in Olympic
National Park. These draped haphazardly from small trees and bushes.
Every ten feet I discovered a different
flowering or fruit-producing plant! Such
incredible life burst from that mountain
ridge, with views of seemingly endless cloud rain forest beyond that. To
pass through successive montane life
zones in two hours’ climb is a privilege
everyone should enjoy. From the cumbre, I saw a cathedral far below, like a
white box with four pointy corners, in
the midst of the village of Calacalí. Just
beyond rose the shining monument for
Mitad del Mundo, the Middle of the
World, where you can straddle both
hemispheres at the same time. Perhaps
I would go there later. For now, I was
content to sit, soaking in the equatorial
sunshine and the view.    
     All mountaintop experiences
come to an end. Back at my campsite
I rested, mentally preparing myself
to return to the smoggy city with its
wrrrrrreeeerrrring car alarms and
beeeeep-beeeeping taxis. There was one
last blessing in El Refugio’s silence – an
enormous shimmering blue hummingbird with a tail opening and closing
like scissors whizzed by in the stillness.
Suddenly I remembered how to say that.
“Vi un colibrí gigante con cola como
Tijeras,” I excitedly related to Dani when
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I had returned. He smiled and nodded.
All I could think was, “Wow! He actually understood what I said!”
     It is difficult for me to put into words
the peace I experience from exploring
God’s creation. Our God has given us
the ability and desire to study his creation. Sometimes, though, it is better to
not know the names of the new flowers
or hummingbirds. Sometimes there is
peace in the silence of Nature, with no
one else around.
     What are we all looking for? Deep
down, I believe that each person desires,
craves, meaning and validation. We
need peace. As Augustine wrote, “Lord,
You have made us for Yourself and our
heart is restless until it finds its rest in
Thee.” Restless hearts often find peace
in the wilder places, where beauty is
serene. What if the world were quieter?
     For the past three summers I have
found solace in the mountains of northern New Mexico, leading backpacking
expeditions at a place called Philmont.
These peaks invite searchers. I’ve seen
peers searching for meaning, looking
for something they cannot explain.
What if the world were quieter, slower?
On a cool, windless night beneath the
Milky Way which explodes with blue,
white, and even little pricks of purple
and red – a dozen miles from any streetlight – there is an incredible silence. On
Urraca Mesa one and one-half days into
a Rayado solo experience, there is an
incredible silence. God’s created beauty
invites us. When will we slow down
enough, make it our priority, to enjoy it?
Why are we afraid of silence? Why do
we avoid peaceful situations? We say in
frustration, “If I could just hear God’s
voice! Why won’t He speak to me?” Are
we choosing to not listen?
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photo contest winners

Second Place Winners

2nd place - Camper Activity
Carrie Anderson,
“We All Made It”
Base Camp

18 2nd place photos

2nd place - Digital Creations/B&W
Mitchell Fransen,
“River In River Out”
South of Rich Cabins
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2nd place - Flowers & Plants
David Coon,
“Colorado Columbine”
Lower Bonito Canyon
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2nd place - Humor
Imara Chew,
“Deer Comma God”
Protestant Chapel
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2nd place - Landscapes
Robert Olhausen,
“Lake House”
Crater Lake
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2nd place - Porch View
Luke Giannoulas,
“Porch View 1”
Whiteman Vega Yurt Porch
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2nd place - Staff Activity
Casey Thomas,
“Ultimate Frisbee”
Villa Lawn
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2nd place - Storms & Rainbows
Benjamin Fox,
“Fog”
Black Mountain Camp
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photo contest winners

2nd place - Sunrise & Sunset
Caroline Ullrich,
“Finger”

Third Place Winners

3rd place - Camper Activity
Randy Perez,
“Hikers Descending”
Baldy Mountain
2nd place - Wildlife
Walter Wolanin,
“Spirit of Sunset”
Field West of PTC

3rd place - Digital Creations/B&W
Nathan Coney,
“Handtools”
Indian Writings
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3rd place - Flowers & Plants
Dylan Wilhelm,
“Misty Trees”
Valle Vidal

3rd place - Landscapes
Lynn DeCapo,
“The Wild Life”
Maxwell Road

3rd place - Humor
Walter Wolanin,
“Gotcha”
Beaubien
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3rd place - Porch View
Walter Wolanin,
“Villa Arches”
Villa Philmonte
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3rd place - Staff Activity
Daniel Everts,
“Drawing On”
Fishcamp

3rd place - Storms & Rainbows
Nicholas Davis,
“Reflections of Clouds”
Road to Baldy Town

3rd place - Sunrise or Sunset
Robert Surface,
“Camper Awe”
Opening Campfire

3rd place - Wildlife
Sean McGee,
“Mini Fridge”
Hunting Lodge

26  3rd place photos
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Join the Club!

writing contest winners

Philmont Staff
Association

Heading back to camp picking up speed
Horses and riders gather up the momentum they need
Evening arrives and the day is gone
A fellowship of current
Back at camp the coffee is still on
and
Slowly the mountain shadows the camp
former Philmont staff
As darkness rides in like a coyote taking a nap
Tired buckaroos collect around a crackling campfire
To hear western lore as old as barbwire
A wrangler’s life feels so right
As stars gather in the sky to bid goodnight

Poetry
Second Place
The Gathering
by Emma Skinner

It’s just $15.00 for a year’s membership!

An enchanted summer wind blows across the mountain
The morning sun rays shower down like a fountain
Moving swift and quick is the Philmont way
Hard work is the goal of the day
A lonely wrangler saddles up a caballo colored flea bitten gray
Time to go jingle the horses and stumble upon a stray
The galloping herd heads toward the corral made of poles
Soon horses are gathering around the watering hole

That gets you 6 issues of High Country with
updates, news and stories all about “God’s Country”,
plus access to our online membership directory
listing former staff living all over the world, and a
nifty PSA car decal. As a member, you will also be
able to join us at PSA events held at Philmont and
beyond.

Join the Club!
Philmont Staff
Association

Time to get the first dude ride out of the way
As scouts roll in to be Buckaroos for the day
Get the rope and grab a hold of that one before he’s gone
Hurry up and throw that saddle quickly on
Pull that leather tight
Watch out they’re cinchy and might bite
Step into the stirrup and onto your hoss
Set deep in your saddle and remember who’s boss
The horseman yells out let’s pray there’s no rain
As riders start gathering up their reins

A fellowship of current
and
former Philmont staff

We also have cool Nalgene water bottles, t-shirts,
CDs with great Philmont songs, and more.
Just fill out this form and I-Camp to the PSA office
or send to: PSA, 17 Deer Run Road,
Cimarron, NM 87714.
You can also join online at www.philstaff.com.

SIGN UP NOW!!!
Name: ______________________________________________
Position/Department: __________________________________
Permanent Address: __________________________________
City, State, ZIP: ______________________________________

They head to high country traveling the trail
Together they move out head to tail
A wrangler rides point and it all feels so right
Riding down the trail out of sight
Through the sage and mesquite, swaying in the saddle
The canyons, the meadows, the tall trees now cast a shadow
See that – that’s Baldy Mountain the Cathedral of the west
Climbing her will put you to the test
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It’s just $15.00 for a year’s membership!
That gets you 6 issues of High Country with
updates, news and stories all about “God’s Country”,
plus access to our online membership directory
listing former staff living all over the world, and a
nifty PSA car decal. As a member, you will also be
able to join us at PSA events held at Philmont and
beyond.
We also have cool Nalgene water bottles, t-shirts,
and more.
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Just fill out this form and I-Camp to the PSA office
or send to: PSA, 17 Deer Run Road,
Cimarron, NM 87714.

Phone: _____________________________________________
Email: _____________________________________________
Birthday: ___________________________________________
Signature: __________________________________________
Payment method (Check appropriate box):
CASH ______ CHECK ______
CREDIT CARD: #____________________ EXP. DATE: _____
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